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Objectives and Challenges of Stress Testing∗

Richard J. Herring and Til Schuermann

This chapter lays out the objectives and challenges of stress testing. Stress testing orig-
inated in the field of engineering as a way of testing the degree of stress a material or
structure could withstand, but it has been adapted and applied to many other disciplines,
from medicine to risk management in financial institutions. Its traditional use in financial
institutions was largely limited to examining the impact of a specific shock on individual
positions or portfolios. This use of stress tests was recognized by the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision (BCBS) in the Market Risk Amendment (1996), which required
banks that adopted the internal-models approach to conduct stress tests on market positions,
and in Basel II (2004), which required banks adopting the internal-ratings-based approaches
to conduct stress tests of their credit-risk models. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and World Bank developed broad financial-sector stress analyses as part of their Financial
Sector Assessment Programs,1 but during the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), a qualitatively
different kind of stress test was introduced to evaluate the capital adequacy of the major
banks (and the banking system more broadly) under a plausible adverse scenario. This
served two objectives: (1) to identify and remediate banks that lacked sufficient capital to
comply with minimum required capital ratios over the entire stress scenario and (2) to restore
confidence in the core of the banking system by requiring that banks eliminate any capital
shortfall promptly either by raising capital in private markets or from retained earnings or,
if necessary, from a government backstop fund.2

The stress test embedded in the 2009 Supervisory Capital Assessment Program (SCAP) in
the US was widely regarded as the turning point in restoring confidence in the US financial
system, which had been seriously undermined by the failure of regulatory capital ratios to
reflect the deteriorating condition of major banks or to differentiate between relatively strong
and weak banks. This success led to parallel efforts to use stress tests to restore confidence
in other banking systems and the adoption of stress testing as a principal tool of banking
supervision under normal financial conditions.

To ensure the credibility of stress tests (and to enhance the ability of banks to measure and
manage their own risks), supervisors have placed increased demands on banks to improve

* We would like to thank Tim Clark, Thom Wetzer, and an anonymous referee for helpful comments and
Siddharth Chandrasekhar for excellent research assistance. Any remaining errors are, of course, our
responsibility.

1 See Chapter 3 in this handbook.
2 For a historical overview, see Schuermann (2014).
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their governance of risk and risk management processes. This has required tremendous
investments in information technology (IT), data collection, and modeling. An evaluation
of these qualitative aspects of stress tests accompanied the report of quantitative results. To
pass the stress test in the US regime, banks were required not only to meet these qualitative
standards but also to meet the required capital ratios throughout the stress scenario. European
supervisors use the qualitative evaluation as a guide for possible additional capital through
Pillar 2, ostensibly to motivate the bank to improve those processes. The stress test also
provided a more transparent way to conduct bank supervision on the safety and soundness of
individual banks, the primary microprudential objective. Moreover, relative to the traditional
emphasis on point-in-time regulatory ratios, this approach was more forward-looking and
provided a more plausible way to evaluate the safety and soundness of individual banks.

By subjecting the major banks to the same stress scenarios at the same time, the authorities
were better able to evaluate the resilience of the financial system, the primary macropruden-
tial objective.3 Thus, stress testing provides a way for the authorities to evaluate not only the
resilience of individual banks but also the resilience of the entire banking system and has
become an important tool in prudential supervision.

Although stress testing practices have advanced markedly over the past decade, many
challenges remain, including expansion of the scope of stress tests to encompass risks in
other sectors of the financial system to develop a more robust view of national financial
resilience; extension of the perimeter of stress tests across national borders to provide
a better understanding of the resilience of the global financial system; incorporation of
second-round effects of shocks, which are often more important than the first-round impacts
measured in most current stress tests; and expansion of the range of shocks in stress
scenarios beyond the macroeconomic and market-rate shocks embedded in most current
scenarios.

Depending on institutional mandates, the authority overseeing financial stability (usually
the central bank) takes primary responsibility for designing and implementing scenarios
with a macroprudential emphasis, and the bank supervisory authority (if different) takes
the primary role with respect to scenarios with a microprudential emphasis. Of course,
these authorities (if different) must cooperate in stress tests designed to accomplish both
macro- and microprudential objectives. The objectives of a stress test will determine the
other fundamental choices in structuring the exercise: (1) the design of stress scenarios; (2)
the risk exposures to be stressed; (3) the range of institutions to be tested, the length of the
scenario, and the intervals over which shocks are measured; (4) the development of models
to map shocks into outcomes and trace their impact on individual bank financials and on the
banking system; (5) the choice of criteria to determine whether banks pass or fail the stress
test; and (6) the decision about what to disclose to the public. A brief review of the SCAP
stress test illustrates the fundamental choices that were made in this pioneering case.

1 The Example of SCAP (2009)
SCAP was arguably the first large-scale public application of stress testing designed to assess
the capital adequacy of individual banks and the health of the banking system.4 The basic

3 See Chapters 24 and 26 in this handbook.
4 The Bank of England conducted a private stress test in late 2008/early 2009, referred to in Haldane (2009).
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Figure 2.1 Weekly 5-Year CDS spreads (basis points), large US institutions,
January 2006 to June 2009. Source: Refinitiv Datastream.

framework shaped the development of subsequent stress tests. SCAP was designed with
the objective of restoring a loss of confidence in the banking system and bank supervisors.
Banks had incurred massive losses that were expected to rise. Markets took an increasingly
pessimistic view of the solvency of banks, as reflected in 5-year credit default swap (CDS)
spreads, which showed the cost of insuring against the default of individual banks (see
Figure 2.1).

The principal regulatory measure of bank capital adequacy, the Tier 1 capital ratio, had
failed to reflect the obvious deterioration in the condition of banks or distinguish between
strong and weak banks, which led markets to question whether the regulatory authorities
could be trusted to halt the deterioration in financial conditions. Haldane (2011), using
analysis conducted by the Bank of England, compares an index of capital ratios for banks
that required intervention during the crisis with banks that did not. The two indices are
nearly indistinguishable; if anything, “crisis” banks looked a little stronger than “noncrisis”
banks. Moreover, the ratios failed to detect the decline in the health of the banking system
before and into the start of the worst banking crisis since the Great Depression. The standard
regulatory metric of Tier 1 capital did not signal the decline in the capital adequacy of the
banking system, nor did it help identify, ex ante, banks that turned out to be so weak as to
need public support.

SCAP was designed and implemented by the Federal Reserve System (Fed), which has
both macroprudential and shared microprudential responsibilities (Hirtle et al., 2009). Banks
were reporting increasingly large credit losses, and so the stress scenario focused on expo-
sures to credit risk. The Fed provided two 2-year scenarios: a baseline scenario representing
consensus forecasts of the macroeconomic variables and a hypothetical adverse scenario
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that could be regarded as a severe but plausible worst-case outlook.5 In addition, five banks
with significant trading operations were required to execute an instantaneous shock to the
trading book to assess market and counterparty credit-risk impact. The Fed applied the test
to the 19 bank holding companies that had assets greater than $100 billion, which accounted
for roughly two-thirds of bank assets and could be considered the core of the banking
system. The modeling strategy combined a top-down approach that relied on Fed data and
models with bottom-up modeling based on each bank’s own internal data and models. The
models traced the impact of the shock scenario on each bank’s balance sheet and income
statement to test whether the bank had sufficient capital to meet capital requirements in each
period of the severe stress scenario. Banks that were able to meet capital requirements each
period passed the test. If a bank failed to pass the test, the policy consequence was that
the bank was required to raise additional capital to eliminate any shortfall or seek a capital
infusion from the government. Although it was not a central objective of the stress test,
the exercise increased the understanding of the regulators about the health of the banking
system and provided some insights into the risk management practices and data gaps at
individual banks.

In a sharp break with the long-standing supervisory tradition of maintaining secrecy about
most supervisory actions and hiding virtually all data that might undermine confidence in
individual banks, the Fed decided to disclose the results of the stress test and the methodol-
ogy underlying the results. The central objective of the stress test was to restore confidence
in the financial system and the regulatory process, and so it was essential that the public
believe the results of the stress test. The revelation that 10 of the 19 banks failed the severe
stress test helped persuade the public that the test was rigorous. And the accompanying
requirement that those 10 banks raise sufficient capital within 6 months to fill the shortfall
forestalled most of what might otherwise have been damaging consequences for the banks
that failed SCAP. Only one of the 10, GMAC, found it necessary to draw on the government
backstop and was, in fact, nationalized.

The success of SCAP and this unprecedented disclosure of information about the financial
condition of individual banks in restoring confidence in the banking system encouraged
authorities in other jurisdictions to design stress tests and make similar disclosures. The
failure of the European stress testing exercises in 2010 and 2011 to restore confidence
highlighted the importance of credibly rigorous stress tests accompanied by the ability and
will to take swift remedial action with regard to banks that do not have sufficient ability to
absorb stressed losses. The European authorities understood that it was essential to disclose
the results of the stress testing, but they lacked the resources to remediate shortfalls in loss-
absorbing capital. And so, in order to avoid reporting negative results that might exacerbate
the condition of weak banks, the authorities appear to have moderated the degree of stress
in their scenario and its translation into the impact on bank capital ratios so that almost all
banks passed the test (Schuermann, 2014). This gamble might have worked, except that
soon after the results were released, major banking crises erupted in Europe. Subsequent
country-level stress tests in Europe were more successful because scenarios stressed bank

5 Ironically, by the time the results were released, the unemployment rate had risen to an even higher level than
that specified in the adverse scenario.
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capital levels more credibly, and a variety of capital-support measures were made available
to banks that failed the tests.6

The following sections discuss how tests have evolved since SCAP. We examine choices
to be made regarding the following: (1) the design of stress scenarios, (2) the inclusion
of risk factors; (3) design features to reduce the procyclicality of stress tests, (4) criteria
for passing stress tests, (5) the scope and length of stress scenarios and the intervals over
which results are measured, (6) modeling strategies, and (7) communication challenges.
The chapter concludes with a discussion of the limitations of stress testing and highlights
some of the most important remaining challenges.

2 The Design of Stress Scenarios
The institutions that take primary responsibility for the design of stress scenarios vary
across jurisdictions. Some jurisdictions lodge banking supervision and oversight, the finan-
cial stability mandate, deposit insurance responsibilities for deposit insurance, and lender-
of-last-resort (LLR) responsibilities in several agencies or authorities. The United States, for
instance, combines banking supervision, the financial stability mandate, and LLR under the
Federal Reserve, although banking supervision is shared with other agencies (e.g., the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency [OCC], an independent regulatory unit of the Department
of the Treasury), including the deposit insurer. In Canada, the Bank of Canada has LLR and
financial stability responsibility but not bank-supervision responsibility, which is overseen
by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions, whereas the Canada Deposit
Insurance Corporation lacks a bank-supervisory mandate. The UK had carved out banking
supervision from the Bank of England in 1997, only to fold it back in following the financial
crisis in 2013. And the European Central Bank (ECB) assumed supervisory responsibility
through the Single Supervisory Mechanism in 2014 following an EU-wide comprehensive
assessment that combined an asset-quality review (AQR) and stress test.7 In a crisis, there
may be additional nondomestic institutions, such as the IMF or the European Commission
and European Stability Mechanism (for EU countries), with important roles, including the
ability to provide emergency funding and thus impose conditions and constraints on the
stress testing program. With a range of agencies and official institutions, often with overlap-
ping responsibilities, the allocation of roles and coordination make governance a significant
challenge.

Borio et al. (2012) have observed that it is much more straightforward to design an
appropriate stress scenario in a crisis (wartime) than during apparently tranquil financial
conditions (peacetime).8 In wartime, the risks to the banking system are all too obvious, and
so the choice of exposures to stress and the shocks to consider is clear. The key objective is
to restore confidence in the system rather than to probe for a range of additional weaknesses

6 Two examples are Ireland (2011, www.centralbank.ie/regulation/industry-sectors/credit-institutions/
Documents/The%20Financial%20Measures%20Programme%20Report.pdf) and Spain
(2012; www.bde.es/f/webbde/SSICOM/20120928/informe ow280912e.pdf).

7 See the results document at www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/ecb/pub/pdf/
aggregatereportonthecomprehensiveassessment201410.en.pdf.

8 See Schuermann (2016) for an extended discussion of differences in the use of stress tests in wartime and
peacetime.
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that might appear in the future. During peacetime, the exposures that should be stressed and
the relevant shocks to consider are much less clear. The peacetime objective is to ensure that
banks and the banking system will be resilient against a wide range of “severe but plausible”
shocks.

This is a difficult challenge because a failure to select the right shocks or the right degree
of severity may engender a sense of complacency, which can contribute to financial fragility.
And during extended intervals of relative tranquility in the financial sector, disaster myopia
is likely to develop. The disaster-myopia hypothesis is a way of reconciling two different
observations about bank lending: (1) “The worst of loans are made in the best of times”; (2)
“Loan officers never intend to make bad loans.” Both observations seem plausible but appear
to be contradictory. They can be reconciled if lenders’ subjective probabilities of a shock
tend to decline over a sustained period in which outcomes have been favorable so that they
are willing to take larger exposures without consciously intending to take larger exposures
to loss. Borio et al. (2012) generalize this point as the paradox of financial instability: “the
system looks strongest precisely when it is most vulnerable” because credit growth is strong;
asset prices are high; leverage, as measured at market prices, appears to be low; bank profits
and asset quality seem robust; and risk premiums and volatilities in asset prices are low.
Technological and financial innovations often flourish in periods of extended growth, so it
is possible to argue that historical experience is no longer relevant.

Shocks that occur frequently generate a statistical record that enables analysts to identify
tail events with confidence and generally do not pose a threat to financial stability. But shocks
that occur infrequently and at irregular intervals do not provide a comparable statistical
record. Moreover, we generally lack a sufficient understanding of the underlying forces
that generate such shocks to enable us to make predictions with any degree of confidence.
Under such circumstances, in the absence of statistical evidence or a clear understanding
of the mechanisms that produce shocks, decision-makers generally rely on heuristics to for-
mulate probabilities that such shocks will occur. These heuristics—the availability heuristic
and the threshold heuristic—lead to a bias in assessing these potential threats to financial
stability that cause decision-makers to underestimate or even disregard such shocks.9

Although these biases have been shown to affect most decision-makers, bankers may have
a variety of additional institutional incentives to ignore such shocks (Guttentag and Herring,
1986). Although regulators are not subject to these additional incentives that exacerbate
disaster myopia, they face a serious practical problem: it is very difficult for supervisory
authorities to influence the behavior of banks that appear to be profitable and in good condi-
tion but are vulnerable to shocks of unknown probability. Stress tests provide an opportunity
to counteract disaster myopia by forcing banks to consider the consequences of hypotheti-
cal shocks.

The stress scenario should reflect the risk aversion (or, in the parlance of risk management,
the risk appetite) of the authorities. Because the stress scenario reflects the authorities’
view of the severity of shocks that banks should be able to sustain on their own resources,

9 The concept of disaster myopia is based on the work of Tversky and Kahneman (1982) and Simon (1978).
See Guttentag and Herring (1984) for the first applications of the hypothesis to the evolution of financial
fragility, and see Haldane (2009) for an application to stress testing.
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it implicitly identifies circumstances when official resources are likely to be made available,
although no authority makes such a commitment.

The design and severity of the stress scenario will be an inherent point of contention
between the supervisory authorities and banks, which are well aware that the consequence of
a severe stress test, or the inclusion of an unfamiliar shock, may be a requirement to increase
capital or liquidity positions or some other more intrusive supervisory action. Banks will
tend to complain that scenarios include implausible shocks or shocks that are implausibly
stressful. The criterion of plausibility is crucial for sustaining confidence in stress tests,
but it poses serious limits on the ability of the authorities to stress tail events or introduce
new shocks. The general approach to designing stress tests is to rely on actual historical
episodes of banking crises or on historical evidence about the distribution of risk factors.
The obvious danger is that history seldom repeats itself. For example, the historical record
did not enable the authorities in any country to anticipate the GFC. Shocks were more
severe than historical precedents. They affected risk exposures that had not been carefully
monitored or adequately understood. Moreover, innovations in financial instruments and
markets reduced the relevance of historical data and introduced new, damaging channels
of contagion.

Because it is expensive to build the infrastructure to conduct stress tests, there is an
understandable reluctance to introduce different kinds of shocks that will require addi-
tional data and new models. This dampens enthusiasm for innovative new stress scenarios
and causes stress scenarios to be more similar over time than they should be to truly test
the resilience of the system. Another factor that tends to discourage innovations in stress
scenarios is the concern expressed by one leading regulator (Quarles, 2019) that to better
facilitate banks’ capital planning, stress tests should not exacerbate volatility in capital
requirements.

As an alternative to history-bound stress tests, the authorities could rely more heavily on
expert judgment in the construction of hypothetical scenarios, although they are even more
likely to be contested on the grounds of plausibility. These may be informed by exploratory
scenarios that investigate new kinds of risks to inform the design of future stress scenarios
but do not involve immediate sanctions or public disclosures.10 This seems an especially
useful way to deal with changes in market structure or new instruments.

It is difficult and potentially misleading to summarize the severity of a stress test in
terms of any one risk factor because many risk factors are involved and bank positions
differ. One way to calibrate the severity of stress scenarios is to employ reverse stress
tests that attempt to identify the kind and size of shock that would seriously jeopardize the
solvency of a bank. This is effectively what is done by banks during internal stress testing,
whether it is the internal stress scenario developed for Comprehensive Capital Analysis
and Review (CCAR) in the United States or for the Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment
Process (ICAAP) in other jurisdictions. It is carried to its logical extreme for resolution
planning, where banks contemplate a shock so severe that it pushes the bank past the point of
nonviability.

10 The biennial stress tests of the Bank of England serve this function.
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3 The Choice of Risk Factors
Most stress tests have focused on macro and financial shocks to banks, especially credit
shocks. This emphasis reflects the fact that credit problems have been the dominant source of
losses in most banking crises. But banks are exposed to a wider range of risks, many of which
are not directly related to macro shocks or changes in market prices, and so attempts to stress
such exposures are more ad hoc. Shocks to operational risks have only the most tenuous
relation to macro or financial variables, and although market risks are probed for banks with
substantial trading portfolios, these stress tests are not well integrated with broader stress
scenarios.11

Borio et al. (2012) raise an additional concern about typical scenarios based on assumed
macro shocks, such as the unemployment rate or gross domestic product (GDP) growth.
Unfortunately, these variables tend to be lagging indicators of financial crisis and thus are
unlikely to uncover vulnerabilities in the financial system in peacetime. Borio et al. suggest
peacetime scenarios should place much greater emphasis on financial-cycle indicators, such
as the joint behavior of credit and property prices.

Some regulators have also been exploring the inclusion of nonfinancial shocks, such as
fines for conduct violations or other legal exposures. In the case of insurers, nonfinancial risk
factors are often more important than macroeconomic and financial shocks (see Chapter 15
in this volume). For example, in 2019, the Bank of England constructed a stress scenario for
insurers in its jurisdiction that incorporates severe natural disasters, such as a hurricane in
the United States, earthquakes in California and Japan (where, for good measure, Tokyo is
also hit by the concomitant tsunami), and a severe windstorm and flood in the UK.12

The choice of risk factors for the stress scenario reflects a trade-off between the goal
of spanning the full range of risk factors to which banks are exposed and the objective
of minimizing operational complexity and compliance costs. This problem is particularly
acute with regard to global banks, which are exposed to risk factors in multiple countries
or regions and exchange rates. The Fed specifies 28 risk factors, of which 16 are domestic
and 12 are foreign: 3 factors each for the euro area, the UK, developing Asia, and Japan.
The Bank of England specifies 48 variables, and the European Banking Authority (EBA)
uses the scenario designed by the European Systemic Risk Board, which includes risk
factors for 28 countries in the EU plus risk factors for nine non-EU countries, along with
relevant exchange rates and several other regional or country-specific variables, adding up
to almost 500 risk factors. All scenarios have the typical macroeconomic metrics, such as
GDP, prices (or inflation), unemployment, consumption, and government rates. In addition,
equity and volatility indices, credit spreads, real estate price indices, and foreign exchange
rates are usually included. Stress tests also typically include a trading shock for banks with
significant capital-market activity, which reflects the impact of a severe, instantaneous shock
to the trading portfolio, including the impact on counterparty credit risk through derivative
positions. The specification of this scenario is an order of magnitude more complex, reaching
more than 20,000 parameters in the case of the Federal Reserve’s Global Market Shock.

11 That said, there is some evidence that operational losses are actually procyclical (Curti et al., 2019).
12 See www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/letter/2019/general-insurance-stress-

test-2019-scenario-specification-guidelines-and-instructions.pdf.
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4 Options to Modify Stress Scenarios to Reduce the
Procyclicality of Bank Behavior

Risk-sensitive capital requirements are procyclical by design because capital requirements
increase as measured risks rise, and capital requirements fall as measured risks decline. This
heightens incentives for banks to reduce lending in a contraction and increase lending in an
expansion, thus amplifying the business cycle. Stress scenarios are countercyclical to the
extent that they cause banks to take account of potential future shocks in meeting capital
requirements, offsetting to some extent the incentive to increase lending in an expansion.
Moreover, the requirement that banks have sufficient capital throughout the severely adverse
stress scenario so that they will be able to meet regulatory minimums at all times is intended
to ensure that banks will not be obliged to reduce lending to meet regulatory minimums.
The Fed has chosen to strengthen the countercyclical properties of stress tests so that the
severity of stress scenarios rises automatically as the unemployment rate falls. It constructs
the severely adverse stress scenario so that whenever the unemployment rate falls below
10 percent, the increment in the unemployment rate in the severely adverse stress scenario
must be large enough to raise it to 10 percent. Thus, the lower the initial unemployment
rate, the larger the increase in the unemployment rate in the severely adverse stress scenario.
Moreover, the Fed uses the large-scale Federal Reserve Board (FRB)/US macroeconomic
model to specify the other macroeconomic variables so that they are consistent with the
assumed path of the unemployment rate and are likely to take on more extreme values as
well. In the most recent amendment to its design framework (Fed, 2019), the Fed has stated
its intention to reduce the severity of the severely adverse scenario if the unemployment is
elevated at the start of the scenario.13

The Fed supplements the fundamental recession-based stress scenario with shocks to
banks’ risk exposures to worrisome trends that the Fed deems salient. These salient risks
have included oil-price shocks, a severe recession in the euro area, a hard landing in the
Chinese economy, and excessive leverage in the corporate sector.14 In Chapter 5 of this
volume, Anderson et al. note that the Bank of England makes similar adjustments to reflect
judgments about the extent to which key risk factors depart from long-term trends, augment-
ing the basic countercyclical approach in its Annual Cyclical Scenario (ACS).15

Ironically, despite these efforts to ensure that stress scenarios increase in severity as
the unemployment rate falls below 10 percent, Kohn and Liang (2019) find that the most
important countercyclical aspect of stress tests over a period in which the unemployment
rate has declined to record lows has had less to do with the increasing severity of the
stress scenario than the unrelated requirement in the US regime that banks’ planned capital
distributions be included in the severely adverse stress scenario. Because banks tend to

13 The former rule specified that the increase in the unemployment rate typically must be at least 4 percent
above its initial level or a sufficient increment in the unemployment rate to reach 10 percent in the stress
scenario if it is larger. The new rule (Fed, 2019) clarified that when the unemployment rate is elevated at the
start of the scenario, the Fed may choose to reduce the increment to 3 percent rather than the presumed
4 percent increment.

14 In Chapter 24 of this volume, Bassett and Rappoport point to funding dynamics, especially short-term
wholesale funding, as another channel for procyclicality that can be addressed with stress testing.

15 See Bank of England (2015).
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increase payouts in good times, this increases the amount of capital they must have to pass
the stress test. Kohn and Liang (2019) note that this increase in financial flexibility may be
enhanced by the informal limit that dividends be no more than 30 percent of planned capital
distributions. Because of perceived adverse signaling effects, banks have been much more
reluctant to cut dividends in a downturn than to reduce share buybacks. Their conjecture is
that requiring capital distributions beyond 30 percent of projected baseline earnings to take
the form of share buybacks will make it easier for banks to reduce capital distributions in a
downturn.

The Financial Policy Committee of the Bank of England attempts to ensure that stress
scenarios have a countercyclical impact by monitoring imbalances in the growth of credit,
asset prices, and distortions in corporate and household balance sheets and adjusting the
severity of stress tests accordingly. Criteria set for passing the severely adverse stress test
may also be an important way to enhance the countercyclical impact of stress tests.

5 Criteria for Passing Stress Tests
The specification of the rules banks must follow in projecting their capital over the given
stress scenario to pass the stress scenario are crucial. In the absence of such restrictions,
banks may choose to achieve their Tier 1 capital requirements by reducing lending to shrink
risk-weighted assets, which is precisely the sort of procyclical behavior that the authorities
aim to discourage. Thus, banks are usually not permitted to pass the stress test by reducing
extensions of credit. Indeed, the Fed assumes that balances sheets will grow slightly to place
additional emphasis on the policy objective of maintaining the credit capacity of the banking
system under stressful conditions, and other authorities (e.g., Bank of England, EBA, ECB)
require the balance sheet to stay the same size.

In addition to imposing constraints on balance-sheet size over the stress scenario, the
authorities impose a range of additional restrictions on banks’ portfolio choices to curb
reliance on implausible and macroprudentially undesirable behavior. For example, during
the stress scenario, banks may be tempted to substitute retail deposits for increasingly expen-
sive wholesale funding, but this strategy would not be feasible if many were to pursue it
simultaneously. On the asset side of the balance sheet, banks may be motivated to substitute
new lower-risk borrowers for existing higher-risk borrowers or borrowers experiencing
financial distress, thus adding to recessionary pressures.

Some observers make unduly optimistic interpretations about the extent to which stress
tests can mitigate procyclical bank behavior. The most the authorities can accomplish
through such restrictions on bank responses to the stress test is to ensure that banks have
sufficient capital throughout the stress scenario so that they will not be obliged to reduce
their risk-weighted assets to meet minimum regulatory requirements. But binding capital
requirements are not the only or, perhaps, the most important reason banks tend to reduce
lending in a downturn. Even without pressure to meet regulatory capital requirements,
banks may choose to reduce their risk exposures because they believe it is the prudent way
to maximize returns to shareholders.

The authorities may specify both quantitative and qualitative criteria for passing stress
tests. Quantitative criteria are defined in the form of capital thresholds commensurate
with the jurisdiction’s regulatory requirements. They are typically anchored in the Basel
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minimums and nearly always use the risk-based ratios, such as Tier 1 and CET1. The Fed
and the EBA have taken contrasting approaches. In the United States, banks must clear five
different capital hurdles to pass the stress test. Although the EBA set a CET1 hurdle rate
of 5.5 percent in its 2014 stress test, it abandoned pass/fail thresholds in the 2016 stress
test. Instead of defining a pass/fail threshold, it will now use the results as “an input for
the Pillar 2 assessment of banks.” This may have the same impact on changes in bank
capital requirements as the Fed’s approach, but the change in capital requirements is much
less transparent, which makes it more difficult for the public to monitor banks and hold
regulators accountable for taking appropriate responses to the stress test results.

The Bank of England sets the hurdle rate according to an individual bank’s capital require-
ments, including buffers for systemically important banks. The results are used to set an
individual bank’s capital buffers under Pillar 2 and to inform macroprudential policy and
determination of the countercyclical buffer (Dent et al., 2016).16

6 The Scope and Length of Stress Scenarios and Test Intervals
Most stress tests have focused on the banking system in part because banks have been
regarded as the core of the systemic risk problem and, undoubtedly, also because the author-
ities charged with oversight of financial stability generally have unambiguous authority over
banks and access to data, which does not necessarily extend to other financial institutions.

Stress testing programs, whether in wartime or peacetime, cover some notion of the “core”
of the banking system. Coverage may expand or shrink over time in line with the objectives
of the stress test. For example, the United States began, in 2009, with a size cutoff of $100
billion, which included 19 institutions. The Dodd–Frank Act in 2010 reduced the size cutoff
to $50 billion, and the number of institutions included in the stress program (along with large
US subsidiaries of foreign banks in 2017) peaked in 2018 with 38 institutions. The number
of institutions included in the 2019 stress test declined to 18, in keeping with the Economic
Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act (2018). The stress test conducted
by the EBA in 2014 covered 123 institutions across 22 countries, with size cutoffs varying
by country to account for differences in the relative importance of banking systems. This
shrank to 51 institutions in 2016 and 48 in 2018 across 15 countries. Differences in the
scope of the stress tests across countries may reflect differences in market concentration;
the importance of foreign banks; the role of government banks; and the importance of
special business models, such as capital markets and trading activities, custody services,
and specialty financing, such as for example, ship finance in Greece.

As the share of bank assets in the financial system declines, the question of whether the
scope of stress tests should expand becomes more salient. Can the authorities discharge their
responsibility to oversee the resilience of the financial system without understanding how
stress scenarios will affect other major participants in the financial system? Some nonbank
regulators require their regulatees to conduct stress tests. In some jurisdictions, these firms

16 The hurdle rate was once expressed as a percentage of risk-weighted assets (RWAs), but the new approach
will use different scaling factors for different risks. For example, credit risk will be scaled by credit RWAs,
market risk and credit counterparty risk by market RWAs, operational risk by total assets, and interest rate risk
in the banking book by total banking-book assets.
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include insurance companies, securities firms, mutual funds, and central counterparties,
but these stress tests are generally conducted for microprudential purposes and are not
coordinated with each other or the stress tests applied to banks. The ability to assess overall
financial resilience would surely be advanced if these stress tests were coordinated to occur
at the same time and employed at least some common risk factors17 because interactions
among various sectors of the financial system may have important implications for financial
stability.

Because many shocks take considerable time to manifest themselves in bank balance
sheets and income statements, stress scenarios generally extend over a number of years. An
obvious exception is shocks to mark-to-market portfolios, which can have an instantaneous
impact, which is one reason they are modeled separately. But over what period should stress
tests extend? The typical horizon is 2 to 3 years. The EBA specifies stress scenarios over
3 years, whereas the Fed specifies nine-quarter scenarios (2 years plus the quarter it takes
to run the stress test). In contrast, the Bank of England designs stress scenarios that extend
over a 5-year horizon.

Although longer periods provide more time to assess the damage to bank balance sheets
and income statements, clear trade-offs are involved. Modeling the evolution of bank bal-
ance sheets and income statements is more uncertain the longer the period over which
projections must be made. And the longer the period over which a stress scenario extends,
the more important it is to model the behavioral responses of banks and market participants
and interactions with the real economy. But this has proven very difficult; see Anderson et al.
(Chapter 5 in this volume) and Hałaj and Traclet (Chapter 25 in this volume).

Over what intervals should the impact of shocks be measured and evaluated? All stress
testing regimes except the US regime define scenarios in 1-year increments. The Federal
Reserve defines the scenario variables in quarterly intervals and expects banks to produce
corresponding financial estimates on a quarterly basis. The principal rationale is that report-
ing, whether to regulators or to the market, occurs at a quarterly frequency. But depending
on loss and revenue dynamics, a bank could fall below required thresholds during one or
more quarters during a year, yet recover by year-end. Measured at quarterly intervals, the
bank would be recorded as having failed the stress test, but if it were measured at annual
intervals, it would pass.

7 Modeling Choices
One fundamental modeling decision is the extent to which the authorities rely on banks’ own
estimates of the impact of the scenario on their balance sheets and capital versus the regu-
lator’s independent assessment. For quality assurance and to evaluate the reasonableness of
the banks’ own projections, all regulators have some analytical and modeling machinery in
place to arrive at their own estimates of the scenario impact. But regulatory models differ
in complexity and granularity, with the Federal Reserve likely at the most extreme end.18

17 Of course, core macro and financial-risk stress scenarios would need to be augmented with additional stress
factors designed to probe the special vulnerabilities of each nonbank sector.

18 See the Federal Reserve’s “Dodd–Frank Act Stress Test 2019: Supervisory Stress Test Methodology,”
available at www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/2019-march-supervisory-stress-test-methodology.pdf.
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Most regimes allow the banks’ estimates to be the primary (but certainly not the only)
determinant of the final loss under stress, but the Fed relies solely on its own models to
determine whether a bank passes or fails the quantitative hurdles in the stress tests.19

The authorities typically rely on their own models to ensure that shocks embedded in the
stress scenario are mutually consistent. Once the stress scenario is specified, the shocks must
be transformed into impacts on the bank’s balance sheet, RWAs, net income, and resulting
capital levels and regulatory capital ratios.

Although authorities concerned mainly with macroprudential oversight may rely only on
highly aggregated, top-down models, authorities with microprudential responsibilities must
rely on much more granular models that show how various elements of the bank’s income
statement and balance sheet will respond to the shock scenario. The general approach is to
model various components of a bank’s income statement and balance sheet and aggregate
them to determine the change in the bank’s capital position. This approach is tightly linked
to accounting statements, but it may not fully capture the sharp changes in bank value that
are associated with financial crises.

Calomiris and Nissim (2014) argue that balance-sheet-oriented models fail to capture the
most important sources of loss for the largest banks. They show that the recognition of credit
losses during the GFC was much less important for the largest banks than the decline in the
value of their intangible assets, such as the market value of loan and deposit relationships
and the market value of noninterest sources of income, such as mortgage servicing fees and
trading activities. In some cases, these sources of loss were due to endogenous changes in
macroeconomic policy that are not typically factored into stress scenarios. For example,
more expansive monetary policy tends to drive down interest rates, reducing the value of
core deposits, and flatten the term structure of interest rates, which reduces the value of
a carry trade. Calomiris (2017) asserts that models based on managerial accounting—cash
flows associated with lines of business—would yield more accurate information about how
the value of banks would be likely to change in stress scenarios.

Other approaches to assessing financial vulnerability rely more heavily on market data
and often convey a very different message about the fragility of banks than the accounting
data-based models used in stress scenarios. Sarin and Summers (2016) analyze a variety of
market-valuation measures for the largest US banks and reach a much less optimistic con-
clusion about the health of US banks than that conveyed by the stress test results. Similarly,
Acharya et al. (2014) have developed a stress test methodology based entirely on publicly
available market data, which they use to estimate a bank’s capital shortfall in response to a
common shock.20 Their results also convey a strikingly different message than conventional
stress tests with regard to which banks had the largest capital shortfall and the overall
condition of the banking system. In addition, they show that hurdle rates based on RWAs,
the usual standard, have a much lower correlation with market-based measures of risk than
ratios of Tier 1 capital to total assets.

19 Although the Fed inevitably has less insight into the idiosyncratic risks facing individual banks, it argues that
independent estimates are important to the credibility of stress tests and for producing comparable results
across banks based on the same methodology, which will give it better insights into the overall stability of the
banking system.

20 See also the contributions from Sarin and Summers (Chapter 9) and Engle (Chapter 8) in this handbook.
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The authorities have consistently resisted the introduction of market data regarding the
valuation of banks in stress tests. In part, this is based on concerns that the signal-to-
noise ratio in share prices would inject uninformative volatility in the results of stress tests
and exacerbate their procyclical impact. Yet numerous studies have shown that accounting
data tend to overstate the value of assets in banking books, particularly when macroeco-
nomic conditions deteriorate.21 This means that the starting point for a stress scenario,
the accounting value of bank capital, may overstate a bank’s ability to absorb loss. The
stress test provides information about incremental losses over the length of the scenario,
but if the starting point overstates the loss-absorbing capacity of capital, the stress test will
also yield misleading estimates of a bank’s capital adequacy. Flannery (2019) suggests a
relatively simple way to moderate this bias by taking a weighted average of the market
value and the accounting value of bank capital to use as the starting point for the stress test.
A 90-day moving average of the market value of bank capital would remove a substantial
amount of the noise in day-to-day share-price fluctuations and provide a useful indication
of the extent to which market values differ from accounting values. At a minimum, a large
discrepancy between a smoothed measure of the market value and the accounting value of
bank capital should prompt a much closer look at reasons for the gap, which may have
important implications for the validity of the stress test.

Although stress tests are explicitly forward-looking, they do require that the current con-
ditions of the balance sheet are accurately reflected in the accounting. Importantly, loans and
other assets that are not performing should be classified as such and appropriately reflected
in provisions. AQRs serve this purpose. For example, in the 2014 AQR conducted by the
ECB, portfolios of banks were sampled and carefully examined to ensure that they were
appropriately classified or valued. The ECB AQR was part of the transfer of oversight
of many European banks from national authorities to the Single Supervisory Mechanism
(SSM). This AQR was combined with a subsequent stress test in a nearly year-long effort to
form a comprehensive assessment of the major European banks.22 Most country-level stress
tests in Europe preceding the ECB exercise also combined an AQR with a stress test.

8 Communications Challenges
The authorities face a number of important decisions about whether and what to commu-
nicate about the results of stress tests.23 Because the central object of stress tests is to
either restore or maintain confidence in the banking system and bank supervision, there
is a presumption that a considerable amount of disclosure is necessary. Candor about the
state of the banking system is the cornerstone of a successful communications strategy. In
wartime, this could be understandably uncomfortable for the authorities under whose watch
the crisis arose, but that is when the potential value of transparency is greatest.

21 For example, Calomiris and Herring (2013) have shown that a mark-to-market approach to measuring capital
adequacy based on share prices did a much better job than accounting or regulatory measures in distinguishing
strong banks from weak banks and identifying which banks would require official intervention during the
GFC in both the United States and Europe.

22 See www.bankingsupervision.europa.eu/banking/tasks/comprehensive assessment/html/index.en.html.
23 For a fuller discussion of the challenges of stress testing disclosure, please see the chapter by Goldstein and

Leitner (Chapter 11) in this handbook.
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The first decision concerns disclosure regarding the stress testing process and construction
of scenarios. To be convincing, the stress scenario should be explained and shown to be
sufficiently adverse to produce losses that will test the ability of banks to absorb loss.
Additionally, the procedure for projecting losses at individual banks should be credible.
The original methodology document published before the release of the SCAP test results
emphasized the conservative nature of the test by disclosing the assumed loss rates for each
major asset class. If the public doubts the severity of the stress scenario, the results can do
little to bolster confidence.

Second is whether to disclose individual bank results. Banks and the authorities are jus-
tifiably concerned that disclosure of capital shortfalls could exacerbate strains on these
institutions and further weaken the financial system. For that reason, it is crucial that the
revelation of capital shortfalls be accompanied by plausible plans to fill the gap in a relatively
brief period of time.

Disclosure of individual bank results has several advantages. More information about
individual banks is likely to bolster confidence in the system by reducing some uncertainty
about the condition of banks.24 Moreover, this kind of information will facilitate market
discipline on individual banks. Goldstein and Sapra (2013) have argued that this advantage
may be offset to some extent by a reduction in the incentive for the private sector to produce
information regarding the condition of banks. Flannery et al. (2017) have provided evidence
that this offset has been inconsequential so far by showing that the number of security
analysts covering each bank subjected to stress tests has increased after the publication of
stress test results.

Equally, and perhaps more importantly, such disclosures will increase the accountability
of regulators and reduce the scope for forbearance, which has frequently contributed to
the buildup of losses in the banking system, exacerbated financial crises, and greatly com-
plicated the resolution of insolvent institutions. Disclosure about the links between stress
test results and prudential policy may also strengthen public confidence in the supervisory
system.

The SCAP exercise introduced the term buffer to describe the additional capital banks
needed to pass the stress tests above the regulatory minimum. This concept was taken up
in the Basel III reforms with the introduction of various buffers above the minimum capital
requirement. The Bank of England has taken measures to link stress results to the buffers
for individual banks and also to the countercyclical buffer for the banking system, and the
ECB has taken a similar approach.

The credibility of the stress testing process can be enhanced by a description of how the
stress scenario is translated into losses at individual banks. Some transparency regarding
the stress test models is necessary for regulatory oversight, but many banks would like com-
plete transparency about the models regulators employ. Banks argue that full transparency
about regulatory models would enable external experts to evaluate the models, which could
lead to substantial improvements.

24 Unfortunately, the information disclosed is a point estimate rather than a distribution. Because the results are
the outcome of numerous models, each of which is estimated with error, stating the outcome as a single
number conveys an unwarranted sense of precision.
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Figure 2.2 Historical development of the ratio of RWAs to total assets for systemically
important banks. The banks in sample are as follows: UBS, Barclays, BNP Paribas, Citigroup,

HSBC, Credit Agricole, Royal Bank of Scotland, Deutsche Bank, Bank of America, ABN
AMRO, Societe Generale, ING Bank, Banco Santander, UniCredit, and Credit Suisse.

Source: From Slovik (2011), Fig. 1.

In addition, banks note that the impact of shocks on bank financials can be modeled in
a variety of equally valid ways, but uncertainty about the regulatory models obliges them
to accumulate “excess” capital to compensate for regulatory model risk.25 Flannery (2019)
observes that even though banks may incur private costs if they feel obliged to rely more
heavily on equity finance than they would prefer, the social costs are much less clear. The
social costs depend on the value of a reduction in the costs of bank failure and the extent to
which other institutions not subject to the stress test can substitute for any reduced lending
by the banks included in the stress test program.

But even if the benefits of reducing “excess” capital were large, they would be offset
by two consequences for full transparency. Full disclosure would open opportunities for
regulatory arbitrage in which banks adjust their portfolios to reduce the regulatory measure
of stressed losses without actually reducing their exposures to risk. Banks have a long
history of precisely this sort of behavior. One clear example is the substantial decline in
the ratio of RWAs to total assets in the years leading up to the GFC. Although when judged
by the decline in RWAs to total assets, banks appeared to have reduced the riskiness of their
portfolios, the events of 2007–2009 showed that the truth was more likely the reverse (see
Figure 2.2).

25 For a fuller discussion of model risk, see the chapter by Canabarro in this handbook (Chapter 16).
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Even if banks do not attempt to game the regulatory models, individual banks’ models
will tend to converge to the regulatory model to minimize uncertainty about the outcome of
stress tests. This model “monoculture” will tend to reduce diversification across banks and
increase systemic risk (Schuermann, 2013; Hirtle and Lehnert, 2014). Moreover, regulatory
models have often proven to be wrong.

In addition to the disclosure of the quantitative results of stress tests, the Fed has also
disclosed the results of qualitative assessments of each bank’s risk management and capital-
planning processes. Failure to meet these qualitative standards has been disclosed alongside
the outcomes of the quantitative tests.

Many observers have concluded that the qualitative assessments have produced substan-
tial improvements in each bank’s risk management processes and capabilities, as well as the
quantity and quality of data available to evaluate the safety and soundness of banks (Kohn
and Liang, 2019). Moreover, the approach has ensured that senior management and boards
of directors will be engaged in monitoring the institution’s risk exposures relative to its
capital resources and has disciplined the capital-planning process.

It seems likely that public disclosure of the qualitative assessment has led banks to place
greater emphasis on improving risk management capabilities than might otherwise have
occurred (Kohn and Liang, 2019). The qualitative assessments have been quite rigorous,
with more institutions failing them than the quantitative tests (in the Federal Reserve’s
CCAR program). This has led to complaints that the qualitative standards are opaque and
may convey misleading information to the public. But in the last round of US stress tests,
virtually all of the banks passed the qualitative assessment (or came very close to doing
so). The Fed has concluded that most banks have made sufficient progress in upgrading
their risk management and capital-planning procedures so that, starting with the 2019 stress
testing cycle, oversight of qualitative standards will be shifted from the stress test program to
the normal Pillar 2 supervisory oversight process under which information about individual
banks is disclosed only under the unusual circumstances in which enforcement actions
are taken. Although removal of the possibility of public disclosure of failure to meet the
qualitative standards may reduce the incentives for some banks to continue to improve their
risk management processes, this policy change better aligns Fed practices with those in
other countries, where qualitative standards are generally monitored as part of the Pillar
2 process.

9 Limitations of Stress Testing and Crucial Remaining Challenges
Stress tests have become an important part of the toolkit for both microprudential and
macroprudential regulatory authorities, yet they cannot be, nor are they intended to be, the
only tool. Stress scenarios can portray only one or a small number of a vastly larger set of
possible future shocks, and the stress scenarios the authorities select may have little relation
to the shocks that actually occur. Moreover, even if the shocks are properly identified, the
severity of the actual shocks may be substantially greater. This problem is especially acute
during peacetime, when there is considerable uncertainty about the shocks that may threaten
the resilience of the financial system. Moreover, stress tests cannot address a number of
issues, such as money laundering, the verification of bank asset values, and compliance with
laws and regulations, that concern the supervisory authorities.
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Progress over the last decade in designing and implementing concurrent stress tests for
banks has been remarkable in terms of the availability of more and higher-quality data;
advances in designing coherent scenarios; and in modeling how the stress scenario affects
various elements of the banks’ income statements, balance sheets, and capital positions.
These advances have required substantial investments in IT and human capital by both banks
and the regulatory authorities. They have enhanced market discipline and the transparency of
bank regulation and supervision. It is hoped that these advances will increase the resilience
of the financial system and reduce the probability and severity of future banking crises.
Nonetheless, a number of challenges remain, many of which have been mentioned in the
preceding discussion of the key decisions in designing stress tests.

First, with regard to the design of stress scenarios, it is crucial that the authorities resist
disaster myopia and continue to explore a wide range of potential weaknesses in the banking
system. This becomes increasingly challenging with longer time intervals since the last
major financial crisis. Banks will be inclined to argue that any new or more extreme shock is
not plausible. In addition, the costs of changing models and collecting new data will dampen
enthusiasm for introducing new shocks. Yet, applying qualitatively similar stress scenarios
year after year will tend to lead to a convergence in bank models, result in a reduction in the
diversification of assets in the banking system, and produce a false sense of confidence that
may inadvertently increase the fragility of the financial system.

It is reassuring that large banks in the United States appear to be well prepared to sustain
a substantial recession, but the next major shock to the system may not be related to the
business cycle. It may involve a widespread IT failure, cyberattacks, or a major collapse in
nonbank financial institutions. Stress tests can be employed to investigate the consequences
of such events, but this will require substantial additional investments in data collection and
modeling. The introduction of exploratory, biennial stress scenarios by the Bank of England
is a promising effort to facilitate the exploration of a broader range of shocks that could be
included in future scenarios that determine capital buffers. Moreover, with more and better-
quality data and sophisticated modeling techniques, it may be possible for the authorities to
run multiple stress scenarios without imposing additional compliance costs on banks.

In addition, stress scenarios need to be expanded to incorporate subsequent-round effects.
Current approaches produce, at best, partial equilibrium results with a focus on first-round
impacts on bank financial statements. We know, however, that this seriously understates
the severity and contagious nature of financial crises. For example, Brunnermeier (2009)
has provided dramatic evidence from the GFC broadly quantifying the importance of
subsequent-round effects. He explains how $300 to $400 billion of losses in subprime
mortgages led to trillions of dollars of potential write-downs in the financial system and the
worst global financial crisis since the Great Depression. The transmission and amplification
of these losses greatly exceeded the direct contractual losses that are the basis for loss
calculations in most stress tests. Rather, the high leverage and heavy dependence on short-
term liabilities in combination with the opacity of bank balance sheets and interconnections
among institutions led to runs on institutions suspected of being in a weak condition,
pressures to deleverage, demands for more collateral in trading markets, and the forced sale
of assets at fire-sale prices, which generated losses at other institutions, thus exacerbating
downward pressure on asset prices. Funding available to institutions suspected of being
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near insolvency evaporated. In response, institutions began to hoard liquidity, and some
previously liquid markets seized up. The essence of a financial crisis is that solvency shocks
can cause liquidity shocks and vice versa.26

Although there have been attempts to introduce liquidity factors in macro stress scenarios,
most such efforts have been ad hoc and do not attempt to model the full range of mechanisms
through which suspected solvency problems can ignite liquidity problems. Other authorities
have been experimenting with the introduction of channels through which liquidity shocks
amplify macro shocks to banks. But more systematic efforts to incorporate feedback effects
will require modeling the behavior of key market participants, which is quite challenging.
Meanwhile, the authorities have made extensive efforts to develop liquidity-shock scenarios
and stress tests. Although solvency shocks and liquidity shocks often interact, efforts to
integrate the two kinds of stress scenarios are difficult, at least in part because of the time
dimension: liquidity shocks play out rapidly, well within the span of a single observation in
a macro-shock scenario. In that respect, liquidity shocks are more like market shocks, which
have an immediate impact rather than the kinds of recession scenarios central to most macro
stress tests.

Although the differences in objectives between wartime and peacetime scenarios are
widely recognized, less attention has been placed on the transition between peacetime sce-
narios and wartime scenarios. Kohn and Liang (2019) have produced an interesting example
in which a moderate recession would deplete the capital resources of large banks to the
extent that they would be challenged to pass the next stress test without reducing lending,
which is, of course, precisely the behavior that stress tests seek to limit.

More broadly, this raises a question about the extent to which the authorities can imple-
ment their intentions to reduce the severity of stress tests in wartime. Under conditions
of uncertainty, market participants may be skeptical about reductions in the severity of
stress scenarios, particularly because the advent of wartime conditions means that peacetime
stress tests have not been effective. Kohn and Liang’s (2019) example points to the serious
challenges faced by supervisors in transitioning from peacetime to possible wartime (or at
least skirmish) stress testing.

Looking ahead, the stress testing framework should be broadened to explore the wide
range of nonfinancial threats to financial stability. To date, most of the emphasis has been
placed on examining the consequences of macroeconomic, financial shocks. Yet, nonfinan-
cial shocks may be an even greater threat to financial stability. The universe of such shocks
is larger, more varied, and more difficult to identify and model than macroeconomic shocks.
Even though threats such as cyber-risk and climate change are widely recognized, they have
yet to be incorporated in broad stress scenarios. The Bank of England has pioneered the use
of exploratory scenarios to explore some longer-term trends that may jeopardize financial
resiliency, such as increasing competition from the nonbank sector; the decline of industries
that have been important bank customers, such as the auto or oil industry; a sustained fall
in the volume of international trade; an extended period of very low interest rates with a

26 Even without careful attention to the linkages between solvency and liquidity shocks, conventional macro
stress tests may reduce the probability of a liquidity shock by reducing the leverage of banks.
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flattened term structure; or climate change.27 Such an exercise is necessarily highly specu-
lative but may yield substantial value by prodding banks and their supervisors to consider
longer-term strategic challenges. Moreover, it should generate insights for the supervisory
authorities about emerging risks that should be incorporated in future stress tests.

Second, the scope of stress tests should be expanded. Because the banks’ share of total
credit is declining in many countries (e.g., banks’ share is much less than half in the United
States), it is increasingly important to understand how stress scenarios will affect nonbank
financial institutions and financial markets. Although many nonbank financial institutions
do conduct stress tests, they are not concurrent with bank stress tests and do not include
the same stress factors. This lack of coordination sharply limits the value of these tests in
producing insights about how major financial institutions will interact under stress and about
the resilience of the financial system more generally. Countries that have an integrated finan-
cial supervisor like the UK and Canada are likely to make more progress in this sphere than
jurisdictions that have multiple market and institutional supervisors, in which coordination
costs are much higher.

The scope of stress tests should be extended across national borders as well. The GFC
demonstrated clearly that financial crises have become global. Better oversight of global
financial stability requires a global understanding of international transmission mechanisms
and emerging risks. Oftentimes the most serious shocks to financial stability, especially
in small open economies, originate outside national borders. Progress in this domain will
involve unprecedented international coordination and sharing of sensitive bank-specific
information, but the Financial Stability Board is taking steps that may ultimately facilitate a
more systematic stress testing of global financial stability (see Anderson et al., Chapter 5 in
this volume).

Third, the tendency to develop model monoculture needs to be resisted. A drift toward
uniformity in modeling pervades many parts of the stress testing process. The first is in the
risk identification process and scenario design. For a number of reasons, both supervisory
authorities and banks appear to prefer to stick with familiar risks and thus familiar stress
scenarios. The Federal Reserve’s CCAR scenario paths for most key variables, such as GDP,
unemployment, house prices, and equity prices, have followed a similar path every year: a
sharp early decline followed by a relatively quick recovery. The Bank of England’s use of
the BES may help break this pattern.

The second and perhaps more obvious source of evidence of convergence in model-
ing may be found in the models that translate the scenarios into outcomes such as losses,
balance-sheet dynamics, and net revenues. In an effort to capture recent downturns, modelers

27 The first Bank of England Biennial Exploratory Scenario (BES) (Bank of England, 2017) focused on the
strategic responses of banks to adverse trends in the operating environment. The emphasis was not on capital
adequacy but rather on how banks would meet regulatory requirements and change business models in
adverse circumstances. Thus, unlike with the ACS, banks were permitted to adjust levels of activity in
response to the scenario. And because long-term trends were highlighted, banks were required to project
results over a much longer (10-year) horizon. The Bank of England made clear that the results of the BES
would not be factored directly into additional capital or liquidity requirements for banks. This may undercut,
to some extent, the usual opposition from banks to considering nontraditional shocks of unknown probability
and thereby facilitated acceptance of the approach. See Anderson et al., in this volume (Chapter 4) for
additional discussion of the BES.
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are at risk of sacrificing robustness by overfitting their models to the GFC. The trade-off
between robustness and accuracy is central to statistical modeling. One reason why the root-
mean-squared error is targeted in regressions is that it optimally trades off bias and variance
in a quadratic loss world. When aiming for a near-term forecast, however, where the recent
sample is more relevant, it makes sense to overweight the minimization of bias. In contrast,
for longer-term forecasts and/or forecasting away from the mean, it may be preferable to
overweight the minimization of variance. That might mean accepting lower R2 and other
goodness-of-fit measures for simpler but perhaps more robust models, especially ones that
are robust to unknown structural breaks (Pesaran et al., 2009).28

In part, this can be accomplished by varying and expanding the range of shocks in stress
scenarios to reduce incentives to calibrate models to the last crisis in an attempt to increase
“accuracy.” The substantial investments the banks and authorities have made in existing
models are likely to lead to an innate resistance to change, but because the financial system
is inherently dynamic, such changes are necessary if the exercise is to continue to be useful
in sustaining financial stability.

One other technical detail deserves attention. Most of the models that convert shocks
embedded in the stress scenario into losses at banks are linear and include very little feed-
back from the behavior of other market participants. But we know that as crisis conditions
approach, many responses are nonlinear. Although linear approximations are standard prac-
tice, one unfortunate consequence is that the shocks in stress scenarios in peacetime need to
be increasingly severe to generate substantial losses in banks. But as the severity of shocks
increases, critics will argue that the stress scenarios are implausibly severe, thus undermining
support for meaningful stress tests.

Finally, stress tests have found a role in a wider range of applications than just capital ade-
quacy. Banks make use of results and insights to help set the internal risk appetite and limits
and to support internal capital allocation and performance measurement (return on stressed
capital). As the stress scenarios become more extreme, they feed into recovery planning at
banks where more drastic actions, such as, for instance, the sale of a business, may be needed
to allow the bank to recover. At the limit, a stress may be so severe that it pushes the bank
past the point of nonviability, which is how resolution planning is approached at many banks.
This stress continuum, from relatively mild stresses for day-to-day risk management all the
way to orderly resolution, implies a consistent set of internal limits, escalation protocols, and
corresponding countermeasures. It is best to work backward: having established the point of
nonviability for resolution planning, what, then, is the point where management may need
to break the glass and implement a recovery plan? And typically, such drastic actions should
not be required to survive a standard supervisory stress test such as the CCAR. Stress testing
and, in particular, the corresponding scenarios are the common thread across these different
prudential regulatory exercises.

These are difficult challenges, but in most cases, substantial efforts are being made to
conquer them. The progress that has been made over the last decade provides grounds for
optimism that stress tests will become an even more valuable tool in achieving micro- and
macroeconomic stability.

28 See also the excellent discussion on model challenges in stress testing by Anderson et al. (Chapter 5 in this
volume).
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